
the chronology of

the ohio revelations

EARL E OLSON

kirtland ohio bears the unique distinction of being the
locality where more revelations were given to the prophet
joseph smith than any other place with 46 sections of the
present doctrine and covenants being received there fayette
new york falls into secondplacesecond place with 20 revelations while
hiram ohio and harmony pennsylvania tie for third place
with 15 revelations each close to one half of the sections in
the doctrine and covenants were given in ohio many of these
contained fundamental doctrines and principles which were
of major importance in the development of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints in its formative years

of the 136 sections in the doctrine and covenants 64
or 47 percent were given in ohio during 1831 to 1837 as fol-
lows

kirtland 46 sections 415041 50 525652 56 63 64 70 72 849984 99 101-
104 106110106 110 112 134

hiram 15 sections 1I 65 676967 69 71 73 74 768176 81 133
thompson I11 section 51
orange 1 section 66
amherst I11 section 75

the remaining 7722 sections or 5533 percent were given in other
states as follows

new york 182318311823 1831 25 sections
pennsylvania 182818301828 1830 15 sections

earl olson is the assistant church historian
the term revelations in this article isis used in a broad sense to include
the various sections of the doctrine and covenants recognizing that some
of them were minutes of a meeting prophecy explanation of scripture etc
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LOCATIONS OF OHIO revelations

missouri 183118391831 1839 20 sections
massachusetts 1836 1 section
illinois 184118441841 1844 10 sections
nebraska 1847 1 section

of the 64 sections given in ohio 18 were published in the
1833 book of commandments 38 sections were added in the
1835 doctrine and covenants 2 more sections were added in
the 1844 edition and 6 sections were added in the 1876 edi-
tion many of the revelations were printed in the early periodi-
cals of the church

in order to better identify the ohio revelations which will
be treated in this article a list is included to show which reve-
lations were received there when they were printed the section
numbers in the several editions of the doctrine and covenants
and the manuscripts which have been located of these sections
which are currently on file in the office of the church his-
torian the initials given in the manuscript columns identify
the handwriting of the scribe or scribes who wrote these docu-
ments see table 11.
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identification OF THE manuscripts
for the past several years personnel in the historian s

office have been searching for original handwritten copies of
the revelations A number of documents and early compilations
have been located or procured and are now on file in the
church archives

foremost among these is a bound volume which was many
years ago given the title kirtland revelations it contains
35 of the ohio revelations this volume is approximately 124121

inches long 1734 inches wide and 343 inch thick the scribe
who recorded most of the entries in the volume was frederick
G williams orson hyde added a few pages and joseph
smith and oliver cowdery recorded thediedle others on page 20
appears the first signature of the scribe frederick G will-
iams signed his name to an article dated august 29 1832
his signature appears again on page 31 at the end of section
84 and on several other pages on page 32 is an interesting
statement in connection with section 86 given by joseph the
seer and written by sidney the scribe and councellor and
transcribed by frederick assistant scribe and councellor
the following page contains section 87 and the words given
by joseph the seer written by FG williams orson hyde
identified himself as scribe on page 107 at the end of section

the manuscript volume kirtland revelations
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104 when he wrote recorded by 0 hyde IS18 aug 1834 upon
this book similar words were entered on page 111 at the
end of section 103

three small books each approximately git6146 inches long
33434534 inches wide and 14 inch thick or less were presented to
the historian s office in recent years they had been well
preserved in a family collection for which historians are most
grateful

the first of these small books is labeled on the cover
book of commandments laws and covenants because

the three manuscripts are somewhat similar in format and
are part of the same collection and for purposes of easy
reference the same title has been used for all three with the
individual designations being books A B and C

book A contains five of the ohio revelations recorded by
orson hyde and joseph smith

book B contains twelve of the ohio revelations one entry
in this book which helps in determining when the entries were
made appears at the end of section 86 and states copied at
zion 12 june 1833

book C contains three ohio revelations section 103 is re-
corded first and is in the handwriting of orson pratt at the
end of the revelation entered with a different ink are the
words copied by 0 hyde 18 augtauga 1834 at the end of sec-
tion 104 are the words copied from the original by 0 pratt
the last revelation entered in this book is section 102 at the
end of these minutes of the council of twenty four high priests
held 17 feb 1834 appear the original signatures of orson
hyde and oliver cowdery clerks followed by the words care-
fully examined 27 augtauga 18341854183185 4 and recorded on the book of
rev by 0 hyde the edge of the sheet containing the 4 in
1834 has broken away but as this entry is studied in connection
with the recording of the same section in the book kirtland
revelations it appears that 4 would be the number origin-
ally entered these two entries of the same section were pro-
bably entered within a short time of each other

various other handwritten manuscripts have been located
some are individual sheets some are entries in early journals
and some are recorded with other documents most of the rev-
elationselations are also recorded in the manuscript of the documen-
tary history of the church and would have received the at
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tention of joseph smith these copies in the DHC manuscript
will not be discussed further in this article

the four manuscript volumes and the other manuscripts
have been carefully examined by dean C jessee of the his-
torian s office staff who has become familiar with the in-
dividual handwriting of the early scribes mainly due to his
efforts identification can now be made of the scribes respon-
sible for most of the writing once it had been determined
whose hand had recorded the document research was then
undertaken to identify the period of time each individual served
as scribe at the present time it cannot be accurately stated
which if any of these manuscripts are the originals written at
the time the revelations were received or which are subsequent
copies of the originals

THE PROBLEM OF ERRORS IN RECORDING

an interesting subject to be considered in connection with
the revelations is a study of the differences that exist between
these manuscripts and the printed revelations in the doctrine
and covenants such a study is now being carried out by robert
J woodford for a doctoral dissertation at brigham young uni-
versityversity the results of his research should be helpful to the ser-
ious scholar

it may be briefly mentioned here that a comparison of some
of the manuscript copies of the revelations with the 1833 book
of commandments and the 1835 doctrine and covenants in-
dicates inin some instances very few changes in words and those
changes which do appear are negligible in meaning or inter-
pretationpretation being mainly grammatical improvements in other
instances there are insertions of paragraphs or sentences have
been omitted some differences appear in the headings and
dates of the manuscripts

when documents are copied by hand errors have a tendency
to occur this is verified upon examination of the existing
manuscripts the manuscripts appear generally to predate the
1833 or 1835 printingspaintingsprin tings and the changes which were made in
these printed editions did receive the personal attention of the
prophet joseph smith the one person who would have the right
to make corrections or additions there are also some correc-
tions made in the entries in kirtland revelations and these
are in the handwriting of joseph smith his corrections appear
in diedletiletlle 1833 and 1835 printed texts
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another aspect that deserves attention is the accounts re-
garding the way in which revelations were received and re-
corded one statement comes from parley P pratt who was
privileged to be in attendance when some revelations were
received and concerning which he wrote in may 18183118513 1

each sentence was uttered slowly and very distinctly and
with a pause between each sufficiently long for it to be re-
corded by an ordinary writer in long hand this was the
manner in which all his written revelations were dictated
and written there was never any hesitation reviewing or
reading back in order to keep the runran of the subject neither
did any of these communications undergo revisions interlinenterlin
ings or corrections As he dictated them so they stood so far
as I1 have witnessed and I1 was present to witness the dictation
of several communications of several pages each autobio-
graphy of parley P pratt p 665666566.566566.65556666

this statement however is modified by B H roberts who
states that

some of the early revelations first published in the book
of commandments in 1833 were revised by the prophet
himself in the way of correcting errors made by the scribes and
publishers and some additional clauses were inserted to throw
increased light upon the subjects treated in the revelations
and paragraphs added to make the principles or instructions
apply to officers not in the church at the time some of the
earlier revelations were given DHC 111731173.173173.175

an examinaexaminationtion of the existing manuscripts verifies that
there were differences or errors which occurred inin copying some
examples of which are given in the following paragraphs

with the manuscripts of section 42 is a photocopy of a
letter dated february 4 1835 kirtland the letter is addressed
to bishop whitney and signed by oliver cowdery in it oliver
asks bishop whitney to send by the bearer the original copy
of the revelation given to 12 elders feb 1831 called the law
of the church we are preparing the old star for printingreprintingre
and have no copy from which to correct and kno of no other
beside yours see p 324.324524 the heading of the manuscript of
section 42 has the words the laws of the church of christ
kirtland geaugageaugh ohio may 23d 1831 A commandment to the
elders these lines do not appear in the present printed edi-
tion in 1833 and 1835 publications give the date as february
1831 and the present dac has feb 9 1831 the copy of this
revelation in book B gives the date as february 9 1831 an
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other difference in this manuscript is that a series of questions
is included starting with the question shall the church come
together into one place or remain as they are in separate
bodies this is followed by verses I11 to 10 then appear the
words question 2dad the law regulating the church in her
present situation till the time of her gathering answer fol-
lowed by 11 through 69 other questions follow

the manuscript for section 45 is headed A prophecy to
the church of christ given the 6thath march 1831 the 1833
publication gives the date as march 1831 the 1835 the current
dacd&c and the documentary history of the church all give
march 7 1831

the manuscript for section 52 is dated june 6 1831 where-
as the 1833 and 1835 publications give june 1831 and the pre-
sent dacd&c gives june 7 1831

the manuscript for section 78 is dated march 1 1832 kirt-
land the 1835 and the current dacd&c have only march 1832
at hiram

there are three manuscripts of section 87 one is dated
july 3 1835 and two have december 25th 1832 as does the
present dacd&c section 87 was not published in the doctrine
and covenants until 1876

the manuscript for section 88 has the words the olive
leaf 16 of april the 1835 and the present dacd&c give dec-
ember 27 1832

both manuscript copies of section 92 contain the name
frederick and do not include the name shederlaomach

the 1835 edition gives the name shederlaomach but does
not include frederick or frederick G williams in the early
publications the anonymity of the individuals concerned was
retained through the use of these special names

there is yet much research to be done on the manuscripts
of the revelations and it is hoped that additional manuscripts
may be brought to light and made available to scholars con-
tinued research and study should contribute to a greater under-
standing of these important documents and support their claim
to be divinely inspired

THE historical SETTING OF THE OHIO revelations
there is also a great area for further research on the his-

torical setting of the ohio revelations what brought about the
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revelation how important were the contents where was the
prophet at the time who recorded the revelation originally
As many of these questions will be discussed as can be the
rest will be left to be answered through additional research
and writing

the young prophet joseph smith arrived in front of the
gilbert and whitney store in kirtland ohio on february 1

1831 he had only a month earlier celebrated his twenty fifth
birthday persecution intolerance and misunderstanding had
followed this young man in his earlier moves from palmyra
new york to harmony pennsylvania and thence to fayette
new york where he was living when a letter was received
from john whitmer desiring his immediate assisassistancetance at kirt-
land to regulate the affairs of the church there As he had
done many times before and as he would continue to do in the
years to come joseph inquired of the lord concerning his will
to which he received in answer a revelation dacd&c 37 com-
manding him to go to ohio because of the enemy and for
your sakes dacd&c 571373711

he and his wife emma together with sidney rigdon and
edward partridge prepared for the move to the west and in
the cold winter in the last week of january 1831 left the peter
whitmer home in a sleigh the two hundred snow covered
miles were traversed within a few days and on february 1 the
sleigh drew up in front of the store where the travelers were
welcomed by the newel K whitney family joseph and emma
smith were shortly located in two rooms of the whitney home
which was located on the corner across from the store they
lived there for several weeks during which time a number of
revelations were received

four days after his arrival in kirtland joseph received thedie
first of the 64 ohio revelations the saints in kirtland had
generally attempted to live the teachings of the new gospel
but some strange notions had crept in among them and this
revelation was received to answer the situation they were
commanded to assemble yourselves together to agree upon
my word 412

five days later february 9 section 42 concerning church
government and how transgression should be dealt with was
given in the presence of twelve elders

during february a woman came to joseph with great pre
tentionstensionstentions to revealing commandments laws and other curious
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matters Ms of ohio in answer to her claim joseph received
a revelation section 4543 stating that none but joseph smith
was appointed to receive revelations and commandments as
long as he lived and remained faithful this woman had de-
ceived some members who lacked the spirit of discernment
also during february he received section 44 which commanded
the elders to meet and to assist the poor

five revelations were given in kirtland during march 1831
in section 45 the lord declared 1 I have sent mine everlasting
covenant into the world to be a light to the world and to be a
standard for my people and for the gentiles to seek to it
459 section 46 pertained to the holy ghost and gifts of

the gospel while section 47 appointed john whitmer as church
historian with a commandment to keep a history in section
48 instructions were given to the saints in kirtland to receive
those saints who were emigrating from the east and to divide
their lands with the newcomers until the lord commanded
them to gather to the land of their inheritance lemon copley
a convert to the church from the shaker faith still retained
some beliefs which conflicted with his new religion and in
section 49 he and others were called to preach the gospel to
the shakers

of the two revelations given during may 1831 one sec-
tion 50 was given at kirtland to a group of elders who did not
understand the different spirits manifesting themselves in the
land and upon inquiry of the lord for further light this section
wasvas received

only one revelation was given at thompson ohio sec-
tion 51 A group of members known as the colesvilleCo lesville branch
had obeyed the commandment to gather to ohio and had jour-
neyed from colesvillelesvilleCo new york and settled as advised in
the small village of thompson about sixteen miles northeast
of kirtland due to difficulties which arose among them as they
attempted to live the order of stewardship and consecration of
properties they requested that joseph smith assist them in their
distress his visit with them resulted in this revelation which
instructed that bishop partridge was to appoint unto this
people their portions every man equal according to his family
according to his circumstances and his wants and needs 51

3 not long afterward the colesvilleCo lesville branch received further
instructions to go to missouri 548 to settle in the land of
the new jerusalem which they did arriving there in july 1831
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the manuscript of doctrine and covenants section 45 in the hand of
edward partridge courtesy of the church historian
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five revelations were given in kirtland in june 18511831 sec-
tion 52 commanded some thirty elders to preach the gospel
section 53 concerned the work and appointment of sidney gil-
bert in the church section 54 was to newel knight command-
ing the Co lesville branch to continue their journey to missouri
section 55 was given in response to an inquiry by william W
phelps who was told to assist oliver cowdery in the work of
printing selecting and writing books and section 56 contained
direction to several elders

in accordance with instructions given to joseph in section
56 to journey to missouri he left kirtland and arrived at in-
dependence july 15 1831 after arranging for the organization
and welfare of the saints who were migrating to independence
he returned to kirtland arriving there august 27 during the
remaining days of august he received section 63 which in-
structedstruc ted some brethren to preach the gospel and others to move
to the land of zion in missouri as part of the gathering

section 64 was given in kirtland september 11 rebuking a
number of leading men for not having kept the command-
ments through this revelation it was made known that kirtl-
and would be retained as a stronghold in the land for another
five years 6421

preparations had been under way for several days by joseph
and emma to move to hiram thirty miles southeast of kirt-
land this move was accomplished september 12 and the
family then made their living quarters in the home of john
johnson this was to be the home where a number of import-
ant revelations were to be received fifteen in all were given
in hiram also while living in the johnson home joseph
translated a portion of the bible

the first revelation given in hiram occurred during october
section 65 and has been designated by joseph smith as a

prayer
at a conference held in hiram october 11 1831 it was

decided that the next conference should be held at orange
ohio about twelve miles south of kirtland where a branch
of the church was organized this conference convened at
orange on october 25 1831 william E mlellinmcellinMLellin who had
only recently arrived in kirtland was in attendance at the meet-
ings in orange and sought the will of the lord concerning him-
self upon inquiry to the lord joseph received an answer direc-
ting that mlellinmcellinMLellin should go on a mission to preach the gospel
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section 66 the minutes of the conference as recorded by
oliver cowdery in the far west record verify that the meet-
ings were held in the home of brother sirenessirenus burnett and
apparently the revelation was given in that home it was voted
to hold another general conference january 25 1832 at am-
herst lorain county

november 1 1831 a special conference was held at hiram
to consider matters which should be attended to by oliver
cowdery and john whitmer who had been appointed to go
to missouri attention was given to publishing the revelations
which had thus far been received up to this time there had
been no publication of the commandments they had been
copied by hand sometimes inaccurately or carried by word of
mouth with attending inaccuracies and difficulty of obtaining
proper interpretation As early as the summer of 1830 joseph
saw the need for publication of the revelation and soon after
the revelation known as section 26 was received he began to
arrange and copy the revelations received up to that time dur-
ing the conference a decision was made to publish 10000
copies of the revelations section I11 was received in the johnson
home during the recess between the morning and afternoon
sessions of the conference it was to be a preface to the publica-
tion the revelation was read to the conference the next day in
the revelation is declared behold this is mine authority and
the authority of my servants and my preface unto the book of
my commandments which I1 have given them to publish unto
you 0 inhabitants of the earth 16 from this verse came
the title to the publication book of commandments which was
printed in independence at a later conference may 1 1832
it was decided to print only 3000 copies of the book

november 3 at a special conference in hiram another of
the important revelations was received which became known
as the appendix to the book of commandments section 133

it has been called the appendix because it was presumably in-
tended to be printed as the last section in that publication

three additional revelations were given in hiram during
november section 67 containing a testimony of the truthful-
ness of the commandments section 68 calling several elders
to preach and section 69 wherein oliver cowdery and john
whitmer were commanded to take the commandments to in-
dependence for printing
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at a conference held in hiram november 8 comments were
made pertaining to some mistakes found in the revelations
made either by the slow method of recording by the scribes at
the time the revelation was originally dictated or errors by the
scribes themselves in connection with this joseph smith wrote

my time was occupied closely in reviewing the command-
ments and sitting in conference for nearly two weeks for
from the first to the twelfth of november we held four
special conferences in the last which was held at brother
johnsons in hiram after deliberate consideration in con-
sequence of the book of revelations now to be printed being
the foundation of the church in these last days and a benefit
to the world the conference voted that they prize the
revelations to be worth to the church the riches of the whole
earth speaking temporally DHC 1235

in answer to an inquiry section 70 was received giving inin-
structions on the management and printing of the book of
commandments

although the revelations received up to this time were now
to be published and the prophet spent some time making cor-
rectionsrections there has not been found a written manuscript volume
into which the commandments were copied in the order in
which they appeared in the book of commandments nor has
such a manuscript been found for the 1835 doctrine and coven-
ants it appears that the revelations were first recorded on in-
dividual documents some of the original documents could have
been used by the prophet in making his corrections or such
corrections could have been made on subsequent copies

december 1 at hiram section 71 was givdivgivenen instructing
joseph to travel and preach in consequence of which he
visited kirtland where section 71 was received december 4
on the temporal and spiritual welfare of the church

the first revelation in 1832 was received at hiram section
73 commanding joseph smith and sidney rigdon to renew
their work of translating or revising the scriptures and to con-
tinue preaching while thus involved with translating section
74 was received giving an explanation of 1 corinthians 714

the conference which had been appointed for amherst
lorain county convened there on january 25 1832 at this
conference joseph smith jr was sustained as president of the
high priesthood he wrote of this conference
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the elders seemed anxious for me to inquire of the lord
that they might know his will or learn what would be most
pleasing to him for them to do in order to bring men to a
sense of their condition for as it was written all men have
gone out of the way so that none doethboeth good no not one

DHC 1242

section 75 was received in answer to his inquiry
one of the great revelations in the doctrine and covenants

section 76 was given february 16 1832 in the johnson home
at hiram while joseph smith and sidney rigdon were engaged
in revising the gospel of st john joseph smith writes

upon my return from amherst conference I1 resumed
the translation of the scriptures from sundry revelations
which had been received it was apparent that many important
points touching the salvation of man had been taken from the
bible or lost before it was compiled it appeared self evident
from what truths were left that if god rewarded every one
according to the deeds done in the body the term heaven
as intended for the saints eternal home must include more
kingdoms than one DHC 1252

in answer to their prayer the heavens were opened and they
beheld the father and the son and were informed on the prin-
ciples of the salvation of man and the degrees of glory in the
resurrection one of the frequently quoted scriptures which
has deep meaning for latter day saints is found in this section

and now after the many testimonies which have been
given of him this is the testimony last of all which we give
of him that he lives for we saw him even on the right
hand of god and we heard the voice bearing record that he
is the only begotten of the father that by him and through
him and of him the worlds are and were created and the
inhabitants thereof are begotten sons and daughters unto
god 7622247622 24

only five additional revelations were received in the john-
son home while joseph was in hiram all of which were given
during march 1832 section 77 came while the translation of
the scriptures was stistill11 in progress and explained part of the
revelation of st john section 78 gave instructions on temporal
affairs together with instructions to the high priesthood sec-
tions 79 anda nd 80 contained instructions to individuals and in
section 81 frederick G williams was called to be a counselor
in the first presidency
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the john johnson home in hiram ohio

mob violence increased while joseph lived in hiram to
the extent that on march 24 a mob broke into the johnson
home dragged joseph from his bed and after beating him
covered him with tar and feathers sidney rigdon was also
mistreated at this time joseph was sufficiently recovered by
the next day that he was able to preach and baptize and the
two men joseph and sidney having recovered from the mob-
bing were able to start for missouri on april 1 while in mis-
souri sections 82 and 83 were given the two men returned to
kirtland in june during their absence emma smith following
the advice of her husband removed to the whitney home in
kirtland where she and her husband would be more secure
from the mob attitude which existed around hiram the re-
mainder of the ohio revelations 27 were all given while
joseph and emma still lived in kirtland

five of the revelations section 848884 88 were given during
the last four months of 1832 in response to inquiries of elders
who had labored in the eastern states and were now returning
to kirtland the prophet inquired of the lord and received
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an important revelation on priesthood section 84 section
85 was written to encourage and instruct the saints in missouri
and outlined some of the responsibilities of the lord s clerk
section 86 explained the parable of the wheat and the tares
and its application to the latter days the well known revelation
and prophecy on war section 87 was received at a time ap-
propriatepropriate to the difficulties of the period south carolina hadbad
passed ordinances declaring their state a free and independent
nation and pres jackson had issued a proclamation against
this rebellion the prophet through this revelation was en-
abled to portray the forthcoming events section 88 isis a
lengthy important revelation known as the olive leaf

eleven revelations were given from february to august
1833 in kirtland the first of these section 89 is known as
the word of wisdom from which latter day saints learn they
are not to use hot drinks tea and coffee strong drinks alco-
hol or tobacco and to use grains and the fruit of the vine
in section 90 the position of joseph smith as president of the
church is reaffirmed while revising the scriptures the prophet
came to that portion of the ancient writings called the apo-
crypha and received the revelation section 91 wherein the
lord stated it was not necessary to translate that part of the
bible frederick G williams received instructions in section 92
to join the united order in section 93 the relation between
the father and the son is defined and the well known statement
made the glory of god is intelligence or in other words
light and truth 9336 in section 94 the saints are com-
manded to build a house for the presidency and a printing
house some of the members are chastised and rebuked in
section 95 for not observing instructions that had been pre-
viously given them concerning the building of the lord s house
at kirtland at a conference held june 4 at kirtland consid-
eration was given to the disposal of the french farm to which
an answer was received in the translating room that the
area was to be divided into lots section 96 section 97 con-
cerned the affairs of the saints in jackson county missouri
and in section 98 the lord indicated he was not well pleased
with many of the saints in kirtland section 99 contained in-
structions to john murdock

the prophet started october 5 for new york and canada
and while in new york received section 100 he returned to
kirtland november 4 the last revelation in 1833 sec
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tiondon 101 was given december 16 and pertains to the suffer-
ings of the saints in missouri

only four revelations are recorded for 1834 in kirtland
the first of these section 102 was given in the joseph smith
home and is the minutes of the first high council to be organ-
ized in the church the minutes were considered of sufficient
importance to incorporate them as a section of the doctrine
and covenants in the minutes are outlined some of the basic
responsibilities of the high council and a pattern was estab-
lished which is followed to this day

section 103 was given february 24 1834 in the joseph
smith home as a result of the difficulties which existed in
missouri commanding that the men in kirtland be organized
to travel to missouri to assist the persecuted saints there this
group became known in history as zion s camp before start-
ing joseph received section 104 on april 23 concerning the
united order he left kirtland with the camp may 5 the
camp was disbanded june 25 and the members returned home
joseph arriving in kirtland about august 1 the last revelation
of 1834 section 106 was received as joseph continued his
preparations for the school to be held in kirtland and con-
tained instructions to warren A cowdery

only three revelations are recorded in 1835 in kirtland
section 107 was given as the twelve met in council and re-
cognizingcognizing that they were about to be separated for missionary
activities they asked the prophet to inquire the desires of the
lord concerning them this important explanation of the
duties of the priesthood was received in answer the first 58
verses were given at this time and the remainder added later

while the prophet was visiting in michigan on august 17

1835 a special conference was held at kirtland at which oli-
ver cowdery introduced the book of doctrine and covenants
of the church the title had evidently been accepted by a
committee which had concluded that the former title of book
of commandments was too limited in its scope the printing
of an edition of the revelations in 1835 was to contain more
than just commandments A series of lectures on faith had
been developed and these were included in the 1835 edition
but not as revelations also printed in this edition was an
article on government and laws in general section 134

which was written by oliver cowdery and presented to the
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conference by william W phelps as an expression of the
beliefs of the saints at that time on this subject in the absence
of joseph smith the assembly voted to accept this article for
printing as well as an article on marriage the article on mar-
riage had been prepared by oliver cowdery and was also pre-
sented to the conference by phelps as an expression of the
belief of the saints at that time this article was replaced in
the 1876 edition of the doctrine and covenants with the pre-
sent section 152132 on the eternity of the marriage covenant upon
his return to kirtland the prophet accepted the decision of the
assembly and permitted the printing of the two articles in the
1835 edition

the third revelation given in 1835 was directed to lyman
sherman

two revelations were received in 1836 both of which were
of special importance the kirtland temple had been finished
and the dedicatory prayer was offered by joseph smith march
27 and is included in the doctrine and covenants as section
109log A few days later april 3 while convened in the kirtland
temple in a conference joseph and oliver retired to the pulpit
the veils were dropped and after a solemn prayer they received
a glorious vision of the savior and visitations from moses
elias and elijah the account of which is given in section 110

the final revelation given in kirtland is dated july 23
1837 and contains instructions to thomas B marsh and the
twelve six months later january 12 1838 joseph smith
moved his home from kirtland to missouri never to return to
ohio

the ohio period was one of great development expansion
and inquiry in the church As the understanding of the prophet
joseph smith expanded he was ready to receive a deeper in-
sight into the purposes of the lord the principle of inquiry
which has been mentioned frequently in connection with the
ohio revelations brought about many answers which were to
set the pattern for church procedure for the future the ex-
amples given to individuals in answer to their inquiries might
well be applied today to members of the church who have
similar queries in their minds


